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MEASUREMENT OF RADIOFREQUENCY FIELDS (a)

John A. Leonowich, Ph.D

Health PhDics Department
Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Richland, Washington 99352, U.S.A.

1.0 Introduction

We are literally surrounded by radiofrequency (RFP,) and microwave
radiation, from both natural and man-made sources. The identification
and control of man-made sources of RFP,.has become a high priority of
radiation safety professionals in recent years (Allen et al., 1983; DeCaro,
1987; Hankins, 1987; ILO, 1985;Repacholi, 1983;WHO, 1981). For the
purp, of this paper, we will consider RFP, to cover the frequencies
from 3 "kHzto 300 MHz, and microwaves from 300 MHz to 300 GHz,
and will use the term RFP, interchaugeably to describe both.

Electromagnetic radiation avd fields below 3 khz is considered Extremely
Low Frequency (ELF) and will not be discussed in this paper. Un'.:ke x-
and gamma radiation, RFP, is non-ionizing. The energ3' of any RFR
photon is insufficient to produce ionizations in matter. The measurement
and c_ntrol of RFP-, hazards is therefore fundamentally different from
ionizing radiation. The purpose of this paper is to acquaint the reader
with the fundamental issues involved in measuring and safely using RFP,.
fields.

2.0 Fundamentals of Electromagnetics Related
to Hazard Analysis

The information in this section is a summation of the basic information

required to understand the basic physics of RFP,.. More in-depth treat-
ment of the subject can be found in a number of excellent references
(Cheung et al., 1985; Marshall et al., 1987).

(a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated by Battelle Memorial
Institute for the Department of Energy. under Contract
AC-DC06 76RLO 1830.



Electromagnetic energy is propagated through space in the form of a
wave as shown in Figure 1. For plane waves travelling ia free space, the
electric field vector E and the magnetic field vector H are mutually

orthogonal and are in phase - i.e. maxima and minima occur at the same
point in time and space. The units of E are volts/meter (V/m) and for
H amperes/meter (A/m).

rr \ 'd' \_"_.'_ DIRECTIONS . \/>fv OF
_u L "_ / .0,,,,., POLARIZATION

TIME

WAVEFRONT

Figure 1: E,lectromagnefic Radiation Wave

Wavelength and frequency of any wave are related by the well known
relationship:

Eq. 2.1 v =_.v

The frequency (f or v), is the number of wave cycles per second passing
a ftxed point along the direction of propagation. One cycle is represented
as the period in which the magnitude of the electric field vector varies
from zero, through its maximum value, back through zero to its minimum
value, and finally back to zero. The unit of frequency is the hertz, or

1 cycle per second. The wavelength ().), is the distance separating
consecutive maxima or minima in the electric or magnetic field. The

velocity of wave propagation, v, represents the speed at which the wave
advances. In free space v is at right angles to both E and H. In a



vacuum, all electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light c
(3 x 10l° era/see ira free space).

It ks important to realize that an electromagnetic wave carries energ?,.'.
The energy per photon is given by the classic relationship:

F_.q.2.2 £= h v

where 5 is Planck's constznt, e_"6.62 x 10.34joule-see. The energy carried
in an electromagnetic wave is usually expressed in terms of the energy
passing through a fixed area per unit time. For an electromagnetic wave
tiffs power densi_, W at any point may be calculated from the vector pro-
duct of the electric and magnetic field strength vectors, i.e. E x H = P.
P is called Poyntings Vector and represents the power density and the

direction of energy propagation. The Poynting vector points in the direc-
tion in which the elecl "omagnetic wave is travelling, thus transporting
energy in that direction. The magnitude of the power density propagated
in the wave can be calcu,'ated from the vector product:

Eq. 2.3 _ -_lhq_ o

For 0 = 90°, as is the case for a plane wave ha free space:

,_. 2.4 _ = I_1_

Note that if E has dimenfions of V/m and H is in units of amps/m the
dimensions of P and W ar" watts/m 2. More typically in hazard analyses
W is expressed in milliwatts/cm 2 (mW/eta2).
HINT: W(mW/cm 2) = W(W/m2)/10.

Polarization i: another important property of electromagnetic waves and
is characteri.'_d i;y the oscillatory behavior and orientation of the electric
field vector. A wave referred to as being linearly polarized means that
the electric field vector varies in amplitude in only one direction as it
travels. It is conventional to describe polarization in terms of the electric
field only, not the magnetic field. An electromagnetic wave may exhibit
linear, circular, elliptical, or random polarization (such as in a light bulb).
A receiver of electromagnetic radiation must have the same sense of
polarization as the incoming wave for it to be detected most efficiently.
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Suppose we could "freeze' the motion of an electromagr etic wave travel-
ilng in free space that we have previously discussed and take a snapshot
of its E and H fields. The ratio of the electric field strength to the
magnetic field strength is known as the characteristic impedance (or wave

impedance Zo) of free space. Therefore:

F.q.2.5 Zo. I_/m

Note that Z o is the ratio of E to H and is independent of their absolute
magnitudes, lt can also be shown using Maxwell's equations that:

Eq. 2.6 Zo(h'ee space) =

Where #o is the permeability of free space and has a value of

1.257 x 10:6 H/m and % is the permittivity of free space and has a value
of 8.855 x 10"12 F/ro. The characteristic impedance of free space has a
value of 377 ohms. This relationship is true for "well-behaved" electro-
magnetic waves in the so-called far field of an RFP, emitter. Close to an
emitter, in the near field, the 377 ohms relationship does not hold. This
has important ramifications for how we measure RFP, fields. This will be
discussed further in Section 3.0. The characteristic impedance of other
media can be calculated id their p. and _ are "known. Free space, of
course, has no mechanical resistance to motion, but it does have impe-
dance to electromagnetic wave propagation. If space behaved like an
electrical short eh'cit (i.e., no resistance), no radiation could leave an
antenna and 100% reflection would result. Radio and other types of
communication would not exist.

As we have previously stated, an electromagnetic wave represents a flow
_f energy in the direction of propagation. The rate at which energy ficws
through a unit area in space is called the power density of the wave,
usually expressed in watts per square meter (W/m2), or, milliwatts per
square centimeter (mW/eta2). If a source radiates power at a constant
rate uniformly "haall direcgons, the total power flowing through any
spherical surface with its center at the source wi//be uniformly distributed
over the surface and will equal the total power radiated. Such a source
exists in theory only and is referred to as an isotropic radiator. If a
source radiates a fixed amount of power (P) isotropicalJy, then the power
density (W) at a distance r from the source will be the total radiated
power divided by the area of a sphere with its center located at the source
and having a radius r:

Irl'I'_' n,,r,_,,,,lil,_,irlll,,, '_i ..... il .... ilr ,I' Ill'""H, _,"_rr,,_,',,',,'llr' ' ,,'',, .... ,IllIF'H',m,,'.im,H,",'r,I11,',IIIH........,,"',,""H..... _'i""n"1"""'_.....'"''"" ,r,11111......... nlll"III..... ,,...,,.,r'IPrl'".H..,I.,,,,,......i,,i,,lll,,",,r,rn=frilllm,=...,i=,,',i_',=,,,iM



Eq. 2.7 W ,= P/A, " P/4nr 2

Examination of Eq. 2.7 shows that power density decreases as the
distance from the source increases, and that the power density is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance from the source. This is the
inverse square law of radiation, observed experimentally for ali forms of
electromagnetic waves ha free space. In obtaining this result it has been
assumed that the source radiates uniformly ha ali directions. The same
result will be obtained if the source were to radiate power preferentially
in a certain direction or directions as happens in practice with directional
antennas. We shall later see that antenna gain is a measure of the
directionality of the power radiated. This is true whenever propagation
occurs through a uniform medium ha which the velocity of propagation is
the same regardles:, of the direction of propagation.

The power density of the electromagnetic field is related to the electric
and magnetic intensities in the same way that power ha an electric circuit
is related to the voltage and current, that is the product of the two. Since
it is the average power density, which is usually of interest, it is computed
just as in AC circuits by multiplying the effective values of the E and H

fields. The effective or root mean square (KMS) value is the maximum
amplitude of the field multiplied by l/v_ = .707. Thus:

2.8 w = xE./v =Eoz4o/2

again where W is the power density in W/m 2 when E o is expressed in
V/m and Ho in A/ro. Voltage (V) and current (1) in AC circuitz are
related to resistance (R) by Ohm's Law (V = IR). Similarly, we have
seen that the electric and magnetic field intensities are related through
the characteristic wave impedance of space Zo, which has a value of
377 ohms, a value which also holds in air. Therefore:

Ex/. 2.9 W = E2/377 = 377 H=

the effective values (Eo/v_ and Hc/vq ) in V/m and A/m.

Finally, by combining Eq. 2.7 with Eq. 2.9 at distances r and 2r we obtain:

Eq. 2.10 W, IW z. = (E_I377)I(E_I377) = (E, IEz,) 2



and:

_. 2.1o E,/E,,_2

Thus while the power density of an electromagnetic wave falls off as
inverse square, the field intensity falls off inversely proportional to the
distance.

Finally, we can easily show from the above that power density and electric
field strength are related in the far field according to the formula:

Eq. 2.11 W(mW/cm 2) = E2/3770 (Vo_'/meter)

-" Similarly, power density and magnetic field strength are related according
to the formula:

Eq. 2.12 W(mW[cm 2) = H:x37.7 (Amps/meter)

Ali currently available broadband instrumentation measure either electric
or magnetic field strength. If the meter face actually reads in power
density instead of E or H, this power density is based on the above
conversions. In the near field equations 2.11 and 2.12 do not hold, and
therefore the power density is only equivalent to what it would be for that
particular electric or magnetic field strength in the far field. All current
standards for RFP, are given in terms of these two basic quantifies.
Biologically, the mount of energy which an RFP-, field imparts to tissue
can be quantified in terms of the specific absorption rate (SAR) in terms
of watts/kg. SAR is difficult to measure outside of a laboratory, hence
electric and mag,netic field strength levels are kept below levels which
would limit SAR to below physiologically acceptable levels. The
interrelationship between the various quantities discussed is shown ha

Figure 2.

3.0 Hazard Analysis of RFP, Systems

In order to understand how RFR emitters can emit electromagnetic radia-

; tion_ and how there hazard can be controlled, a brief discussion of their
component parts is in order. Ali RFP, emitters have three basic compon-
ents: a transmitter, a transmission line, and an antenna. Figure 3
illustrates the basic RF'R emitter configuration.
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Figure 3: Basic RFR Emitter

There are four basic types of man-made devices for generating RFR:
power-grid tubes; linear beam tubes such as klystrons; cross-field devices
such as magnetrons and amplitrons; and solid-state devices. Once
microwave energy is generated, it can be transmitted to an antenna
through a waveguide or coaxial transmission line. An antenna is simply

i a means of radiating or receiving RFR. Radiating antennas such as
parabolic reflectors are used to transmit RFP, energy through free space
or through a dielectric material.

The power rating of a transmitter must be known to evaluate an RFP,
system. Ali emitters transmit with either a continuous wave (CW) or a
pulsed RFP. signal. A CW system i.s one which is designed to produce its
output in continuously successive oscillations (continuous waves). Rated
output is normally average power. For pulsed systems, transmitter power
is usually expressed as peak power. A system designed to produce its
energy in short pulses or bursts, repeated at regular intervals, is therefore
"known as a pulsed system. In a pulsed system, average power is the peak
power multiplied by the duty cycle (DC). Mathematically, the duty cycle
is the product of the pulse width (PW) multiplied by the pulse repetition
frequency (PRF). Alternately, it can be though of as the ratio of the
pulse width to the pulse period (i.e., I/PRF) of a periodic pulse train.
The amount of time that each output pulse or burst of RFP, energy is on
is the PW, while the PRF is the number of output pulses per unit time,
usually expressed in hertz (see'l).

E,q. 3.1 DC = PW(see) x PRF(sec'l),
a dimensionless quanti O, less than 1



Eq. 3.2 P,_,,,t, = P_.,_ x DC

These concepts can be seen graphically in Figure 4.

(a)

(b)
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i:_,,-_:::_!.:..:,!!:_.,.:;.>:_:s::_:_.,.::_::_._::;..%IAVERAGE PULSED POWER

WIDTH

1/PRF

PEAK POWER ,= AVERAGE POWER
DUTY CYCLE

Figure 4: Relationship Between Peak Power,
Average Power, and Duty Cycle

Transmitter power can be specified in many units. Typically it is given in
terms of watts (W), of kilowatts (kW). Another common unit is that of

the dBm, which is a unit of power referenced to 1 milliwatt (mW). 0 dBm
is equivalent to 1 mW. Other power ]evels are related to i mW by:

Eq. 3.3 P(dBm) = 10 log_0(P_)/(1 mW)

Ezl. 3.4 P(rnW) = log-_[P(dBm)/lO]



Thus an output power of 1 kW (1000 W), would be equivalent to 60 dBm.
There are two basic types of RFP, transmission lines: one cenductor and
two conductor. A one conductor transmission guide propagates RFP,
through a hollow tube called a v,aveguide at microwave frequencies.
There _re numerous types of two conductor transmission lines, the most
common being single coaxial line and parallel wires. These type of
conductor lines are most commonly encounteleJ at frequencies less than
1 GHz. It is important to be cognizant of the hazards associated with
transmission lines. In particular, leaky or broken waveguides can
propagate RFR like an antenna. The size of a waveguide break is the

most important factor in determining its ability to behave like an antenna.
For example, if the largest dimension of the break is smaller than
one-half the wavelength, the break will not effectively emit RFR. On the
other hand, if the break's greatest dimension is greater than one-half the
system wavelength, the break could effectively emit RFR.

As was mentioned earlier, an antenna is a basic component of any P-.FR
system. Regardless of the systems application "all antennas have basic
properties that can be well defined. Of these, gain, size, accessibility, and
radiation pattern are of principle interest in the evaluation of RFR
hazards.

Antenna gain is the ratio of the power gain of an antenna referred to a
standard antenna, which is usually an isotropic emitter of RFR energy.
An isotropic antenna is a hypothetical antenna radiating or receiving
equally in all (4rr) directions. Figure 5 illustrates an isotropic emitter.

In the case of electromagnetic waves, isotropic antennas do not exist
physically but represent convenient reference antennas for expressing
directional properties of aetuzl antennas. An isotropic antenna would
have a gain of one. Gain, therefore, can be thought of as a measure of

directionality of an RFR emitter. It may be expressed as a pure number,
or more commonly, in terms of decibels. It is therefore important to

briefly review the decibel system. The decibel (d.B), is a unifless quantity
used to express a numerical ratio. For power considerations the decibel
is equal to 10 times the logarithm of a power ratio expressed by the
following:

_:q.3.5 _ = 101Oglo(P1)/(.r'2)

where P1 and P2 are two amounts of power. The ratio of Pl/P2 Ls also
known as the absolute gain, G(abs), of the antenna. Power ratios in

m rpl
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Figure 5: Isotropic Emitter

decibels can be added or subtracted like ordinary numbers (see the table
below)_ The decibel scale is a convenient device for describing relative
power magnitudes which may differ by orders of magnitude. P2 may also
be a particular reference level against which other pt_wer levels are
compared. For example, dBw represents d.Bwith respect to a reference
level of 1 watt, while dBm represents dB with respect to a reference level
of I mW. lt is important to Jaote that the dB scale represents a
dimensionless ratio of two physical quantities, while the d.Bm scale _:
represents an actual power level. The dB system may also be used to
relate changes in voltage levels (or electric field strengths). Since the dB
system is based on power ratios and since power depends on the square
of the voltage, if we compare voltage levels we have:

E.q. 3.6 dB = 20 loglo(V_)/(t_)

The following summarizes how various combinations of dB units can
algebraically be combined:



Operlalion Result Physical Meaning Allowed?

dB + dB dB product of 2 numbers yes

_ dB-dB dB comparing 2 numbers yes

dB m+ dB m XX product of 2 powers no

dBm-d.Bm dB comparing 2 powers yes

j dB m+ dB dB m power amplification yes

-] dBm-dB dB m power attenuation yes

i Practically, the range of antenna gains is from 2 dB for a dipole, to 70 dB
for a very narrow aperture antenna.

The electromagnetic field radiated-from an antenna varies greatly in

configuration, dependhag on the di.stance from the emitter. Figure 6
details a two-dimensional representation of the regions around an

aperture antenna.

The near field of an antenna can be divided into two distinct regions. In
either region, the use of equations 2.11 or 2.12 is not appropriate. The
reactive near field is that region of the field immediately surrounding the

I antenna where the reactive energy of the electromagnetic field is

recovered and re-emitted during successive oscillations. True reactive
near field conditions exSst only to a distance, of less than one-half

wavelength of the emitted radiation from the radiator. Power density has

i no physical meaning in this region. Practically speaking, thLs region is

important only at frequencies below 300 MHz, where independent
measurement of E and H fields must be made to completely quantify the

III RFP, field (ANSI, 1981). In the radiating near field region, the power
density is not inversely proportional to the distance from the source. It

• is sometimes called the Fresnel region. In thi._region the power density
i increases irregularly v_4thrange to a maximum level then decreases at a

near linear rate to the onset of the far field region. It is convenient and

adequate from a personnel hazard viewpoint to consider the powerdensity in the radiating near field to be constant with range, and equal to
four times the average power density calculated at the antenna aperture

J
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|
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Figure 6: Ameima Regions

itself. Such a power density prone has proven accurate when compared
to measured results. The intermediate field region is that portion of the
Fresnel region of an antenna where the power density is decreasing at a
near 1/r rate with range, lt is sometimes ignored in hazard calculations.
In the far field region (sometimes called the Fraunhofer region), power
density is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the
source. In this region the electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular
to each other, thus making it possible to make meaningfial power density
measurements. The impedance of free space in this region is 377 ohms,
therefore measurement of either the E or H field is sufficient to

completely characterize the RFP, field.

The methodology presented in the remainder of tiffs section will enable
the health physicist or others concerned with RFR safety to make a very
conservative estimate of the hazard distances involved which will then be

useful as a starting point in making actual field measurements. It is based
on basic antenna theory (Mumford, 1961;Hankins, 1986). The factor of
conservatism will vary from as little as one, to as great as five, depending



on how far from the antenna the far field actually begins. There are
some small aperture antennae in the microwave frequency bands that
have short near fields where these equations will yield very accurate
predictions. The important point lo remember is that any method other
than actual measurements is only an estimate and/or prediction, and all
are markedly influenced by a variety of factors, most of which are poorly
understood. Actual measurements are always preferable, but estimates
are useful as tentative numbers and for a starting piace for an), survey.

i The Iu'st step in every RFR hazard analysis is to compile a complete listof the systems characteristics. As a minimum, the following emitter
information should be obtained if av',dlable:

i

1. Operating frequency
--- 2. Transmitter Peak Power

am 3. Pulse Width (PW), if any
| 4. Pulse Repetition Frequency, (PRF), if any

5. Antenna Gain in dB
11 6. Antenna Dimensions

7. Beam Width

8. Scan or Rotation Rate, if any

The next step is to develop as complete a theoretical analysis as possible.
, In certain circumstances, due to the inaccessibility of the r_diated beam,
i a theoretical analysis may be the only way to proceed. As was mentioned

pi'evlously, this method of establishing hazard dastances is based on a
conservative, worst-ease situation. The equations used in this section are
ali derived from basic antenna theory, and provide results consistent with
measured power densitie._,

As was mentioned above, when an antenna is radiating into space, it is
generally agreed that there are foist distinct zones or regions wherein

m dissimilar behavior of the antenna's electromagnetic field is experienced.
i These zones include the reactive near field region, the radiating near field

region, the intermediate and the far field region. The reactive near field

i region predominates over a very short range, usually less than 0.5 wave-
| lengths (actually _./2rr) from the active antenna element. Because of the
- short wavelengths involved, this region is not usually significant in the

microwave portion of the spectrum. The reactive near field can become
, important when dealing with resonant type antennas at frequencies below
| 300 MHz at power levels greater than 35 W. lt is in the reactive near

| field region that separate measurements of E and H fields should be!
! accomplished in order to produce a meaningful hazard survey. In the
!
|

I
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radiating near field, the energy i_,collimated in a beam having approxi-
mately the same size and shape as the far field beam. The radiating near
field oscillates sinusoidally in amplitude with increasing range. The
maxima are four times greater than the average power densit3' Wo mea-
sured at the antenna aperture for an ideal antenna with 100% illumina-
tion. This average power density is given by:

Eq. 3.7 W,, _ P,,_/A

Where Pave = The average ta'ansmitter power that is avaUable for
radiation after transmission line losses are subtracted. In pulsed systems
Pave = Peak Power x Duty Cycle. A is the actual physical or effective
area of the antenna aperture.

As was mentioned earlier, in the radiating near field it is convenient and
adequate from a personnel hazard viewpoint to consider the power
density in the radiating near field to be constant with range. The
maximum radiating near field power density Wnf iS:

zq. 3,s : 4

where rl is the antenna aperture efficiency, typically on the order of 0.5
to 0.75. In the intermediate field the power density,is decreasing by a 1/r
relationship with range, and can be represented as:

eq. 3.9 rc = w RjR)

where Rhr is the extent of the near field and R is some range in the
intermediate field. For a circularantenna, Rat, is given by:.

Eq. 3.10 R,¢ = D2/4).

where /3 is the antenna diameter and _. is the wavelength of the
radiation.

In the far field an antenna has the characteristic that the power density
Wtr decreases as the inverse square of the range. Equation 3.1:1.is a
precise statement of the value of Wtr as a function of transmitter power,
antenna gain, and range. This equation, the Frlss free-space transmission
formula, predicts the worst-case envelope of radiated power density from
any antenna system. It is technically only accurate for plane-wave, far

PI!....



field conditions, though it can be used successiully as a worst-case
predictor to zero range where W would approach an infinite value. The
formula is as follows:

F..q. 3.11 I_ = P,,_G/4uR:

where Wff is the power density on axis; Pave is the average power avail-
able for raclaation; G is the absolute gain expressed as a power ratio; and
R > Rff, the distance which marks the beginning of far field conditions.
For circular antennas Rff is given by:

E,q.3. 2 0.6D/x

At the above distance, the power density falls to below 10 dB of its
maximum value in the radiating near field as given by equatie ,_ 3.8, and
true far field conditions are reached.

If the gain of the antenna is not known, it can be c!osely approximated by
the following:

Eq. 3.13 G = 4rcArl/k 2

where k is the wavelength of the radiated energy, rl is the antenna
efficiency and A is the actual antenna aperture area. Combining
equations 3.8 and 3.13 yields:

Eq. 3.14 W,¢ = 16uP,_, rl2/G). =

Equation 3.11 can be solved for range as follows:

Eq. 3.15 R = V['('ff_G/4r_W)

: Once a power density i.scalculated using equation 3.11, the power density

W 2 at any other distance R2 in the far field is given by:

Eq. 3.16 W1/W_ _ (P_)2/(RI)2

The above treatment was derived specifically for antennas with circular
apertures. However, the above treatment can be extended to non-circular

aperture antennas by representing them by a circular aperture of the
same physical size and gain. In this case we can generalize our antenna
equations as follows:



Ez/. 3.17 Rg = G_./4rc2rl

En, 3.18 R_ = 0.6G).I_;_

The equations for V_,rnf, Wif , and Wff and G are as before.

The effects on the above calculations if a system is rotating or "nodding"
can now be shown. The power density produced at any point by an
antenna which is rotating is given by:

Eq. 3.19 W = IV, xf

where W s is the stationary power density and f is the so-called "rotational
reduction factor." In the near field, the beam is considered to have a
dimension in the plane of rotation equal to the length of the antenna axis,

L in that plane. The near field rotational correction factor, fnr, at R is
givenby:.

zq. =L/RO,

where L equals the antenna dimension in the plane of rotation, R is the

distance from a point in the near field to the antenna, and Os is the scan
angle in radians.

The power density calculated in the near and intermediate field using the
above reduction factor is an overestimate, but is consistent with the

conservative approach used in hazard calculations. The reduction factor

frf, which Wff is multiplied by to determine the time-averaged power
density found in the far field of a scanning antenna is given by:

, zq.3.2z =e/e,

where 01/2 is the half-power beam width of the antenna and O_ is the
scanning angle of the emitter, lt is important to realize that f is
independent of the scanning rate in revolutions per minute.

lt should be noted that experience has shown that only about 15% of the
RFR emitters account for the bulk of the measurement problems
encountered in managing a safety program. In some cases the calcu-
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lations detailed in this section ma), not be required. There are a number
of classes of emitters that may easily and promptly be removed from
these calculations, however. For example, hand-held transreceivers,
commonly known as "bricks,"which operate from 136 to 174MHz and at
the 510 MHz regions of the spectrum are considered to be nonhazardous
to personnel if they emit less than 7 watts (ANSI, 1982). (Note that there
),,iii be some changes in the 7 watt exclusion in the new ANSI/IEEE RFR
Standard when it comes into force Tt_esewere rot definitively available at
press time). As another example, many high-powered emitters have main
beams which are normally inaccessible to personnel. Hazard calculations
performed on these systems would be for academic interest only. A large
class of emitters have characteristics which have been validated after a

large number of surveys performed on them. Finally, it is important to
note that there is a wealth of survey information on many "off-the-shelf"
systems performed by many federal and state agencies. This data,
coupled with interaction with the manufacturer of the system Laquestion,
can prove invaluable.

Finally, although the above treatment will provide reasonably accurate
info,'mation for safety professionals when determining the hazards around
a single emitter, calculations in a multi-emitter environment axe much
more difficult without the use of sophisticated computer programs. One
such program is the Ohio State University Electromagnetic Reflector
Antenna Code (NEC-REF) (Rudduck et al, 1982). This code is capable
of calculating the power density in both the near and far field zones for
any parabolic reflector antenna or combinations thereof. Typical output
of the program is shown in Figure 7. The characteristic oscillations of the
power density in the radiating near field are clearly shown in the figure.
It is also important to note the extent to which the radiating near field
extents for such a large antenna (> 105 ft.). Programs such as the
NEC-REF can be powerful predictors of the radiation hazards of RFR
emitters. Their disadvantages are that they are difficult to use and
require reasonably sophisticated computers to run.

4.0 Conducting an RFP, Hazard Survey

An onsite survey is absolutely imperative in order to have a total
understanding of the RF/microwave (RFR) field conditions in the area
of interest. Moreover, when conducted byan experienced surveyor, it can
yield highly accurate and reproducible results. On the other hand, a
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survey accomplished by an inexperiencecl person can lead to erroneous
data and false conclusions; possibly even to the damaging of expensive
monitoring equipment. Theoretical calculations do not possess the

reliability achieved through authentic measurements and should only be
applied as a starting point and general guide for conducting a "hands on_
survey. At the present state of the art, the onsite survey should remain
as the primary basis for insuring compliance with appropriate regulatory
guidance.

In general, a survey should entail consideration of the following:

a. Emitter characteristics and operating parameters

b. Purpose and use of the emitter
i
t

l c. Site configuration and terrain -J

i d. Procedures followed in all phases of operation, including
maintenance and testing

e. Magnitude of power densities created by the emitter

f. E.xtent of potentially hazardous and hazardous areas, both on and

off site; including the location and use of petroleum, oil, and
lubricant (POL) or explosives

g. Presence of ionizing radiation attributable to microwave

generating eqtfipment such as klystrons, thyratrons, traveling
wave tubes, etc.

h. Control techniques which will effectively reduce potential
hazards. In this regard, application of the ALARA principle 'as
low as reasonably achievable' should be paramount in the
surveyors mind

i. Any other situations which ma), create a hazardous area [noise,
chemicals, ventilation, high voltage, etc.]. Although you may not
be an expert in these fields, you should refer any questionable
situations to the appropriate individuals in your organization

Control techniques to reduce unnecessary personnel exposure will
generally fall into one of two categories:
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(1) limiting the traverse of the radiated beam so it does not radiate
into occupied areas

(2) limiting the access of personnel into areas where hazardous
power densities exist

If an evaluation of the RFP, hazards of an inst',dlation reveals the

existence of limited occupancy or denied occupancy areas, the following

measures may be used to reduce unnecessary exposures:

a. Ali potentially hazardous and hazardous areas should be
conspicuously posted with appropriate warning signs

b. Where operations allow, equipment positioning should be
restricted in order to minimize the extent of exposure areas,
thereby reducing unnecessary hazards. These restrictions can be
implemented through the installation of cut-off devices in the
electrical or mechanical components of a _ystem which will
automatically terminate transmission when the antenna is pointed
in a predetermined direction. Such cut-off devices are much
more desirable than simply instructing personnel not to point a
system in a certain direction, even though these instructions may
be in a standard operating procedure

c. During test or maintenance procedures requiring free space
radiation, the use of appropriate antenna positioning restrictions
are necessary if the power densities exceed the permissible
exposure limit (PEL)

d. The use of dummy loads to absorb microwave energy output is
recommended when free space transmission is not necessary.
These dummy loads should also be checked for leakage

e. The use of barriers, interlocks and visible/audible warnings is

required to prevent ingress by personnel into denied occupancy
areas

f. Where an antenna is not permanently installed, the antenna may
be relocated to reduce power densities in exposure areas to
acceptable levels

g. In situations where operations would be unduly restricted by



implementation of the above methods, suitable attenuation of
power density levels may be accomplished in the irradiated areas
by shielding. The RFR attenuation factors of wire mesh, window

glass, and concrete block are well known. This method is only
recommended in the most extreme circumstances

h. The use of microwave protective clothing and eyewear can be
considered, again in the most extreme circumstances only

Upon the completion of a survey, the results should be written up as a
formal report. Items contained in the report should include but are not
limited to:

i

a. theoretical calculations carried out prior to the survey

b. PEL hazard radius and height above the ground

c. all areas in which the PEL is exceeded

d. RFR power density levels at work stations and in "normally
accessible" areas

e. any "hot spots"

f. adequacy of warning signs and access-limiting devices; they
should be consistent with ANSI Standard C-95.2 (ANSI, 1.981-2)

g. adequacy of any standard procedures use to limit or avoid
exposure

h. personnel attitudes [if appropriate]

i. conclusions and recommendations

j. diagrams/photographs are often worth a thousand words

Remember - documentatiou is important. In the case of legal difficulties,
the contents of your work will be scrutinized very earef_flly!

In conclusion, it should be stressed that even the most elaborate
protective procedures and devices will be rendered ineffective unless all



personnel concerned are cognizant of the potential hazards to which they
may be exposed and of the measures employed to ensu_e their safety.
There are many misconceptions as to the nature, magnitude, and extent
of hazards attributable to RFR radiation. The importance of an adequate
personnel instruction and trainiiag program cannot be overemphasized.
This should be considered a prerequisite for any comprehensive policy
designed to minimize these hazards.

5.0 Instrumentatlon To Conduct An RFR Hazard Survey

This section will review the capabilities of past and present RFP,.
instrumentation and how their characteristics affect hazard mea.,uremen_.

The average user is usually unaware of design limitations and
compromises that different manufacturers have reached for their

particular customer base or measurement philosophy. These
compromises will dictate how well an instrument will pt_rform in a given
RFR environment. Approximately 20 years ago, the commercialization

of microwave ovens generated a need for instrumentation operating at 915
and 2450 Megahertz (MHz) in order to obtain leakage information for
manufacturers and repair organizations. Awareness of .RFR energy and

its possible effects lead to developments of broader frequency range
monitors that at first were circularly polarized in an attempt to respond
to ali polarizations. These instruments were therefore not isotrooic in

their detection capability and their effectiveness was markedly affected by
geometric considerations. Without a priori knowledge of the field to be
measured it was therefore quite possible to make a totally erroneous
conclusion on the amount of RFR energy present. These initial products
were very broadband for their time, covering the spectrum from 1 to 14
Gigahertz (GHz) by the use of thermistor detectors. While the

thermistor was very linear in its response, the receiving antenna design
was not, necessitating multiple frequency calibrations to overcome

polarization and frequent 3, sensitivity errors of up to 10 decibels (dB).
The next generation of these circularly polarized monitors incorporated
thermocouple detectors and improved antenna designs which reduced
frequency sensitivity errors to about 6 dE.

About 15 years ago the fit-st lsotropic detection probes came on the
market. Electric field probes were made available covering the spectrum
from 300 MHz to 18 GHz with a frequency sensitivity of only 3 dB, and



a measuring range of 30 dB. During the early seventies there were also
man), advances in calibration methods and procedures for quant'ffying
RFR fields from then United States National Bureau of Standards. Near

field calculations and transverse electromagnetic (TEM cell)
developments "allowed for even higher calibration accuracies over a broad
range of frequencies to uncertainties of -+.0.5clB. Also in this time period
the development of magnetic field probes was accomplished in part to
measure the magnetic fields associated with high frequency (HF),
communication systems. The impetus for the development of much of
this isotropic instrumentation was the United States military, in particular
the U.S. Air Force. The development of this broadband instrumentation
overcame many of the problems associated with the earlier measurement
equipment.

It is important now to discuss the ability of the present generation of
broadband isotropic instrumentation to perform compliance measure-
ments. The 1974 American Nation:al Standards Institute (ANSI)
Radiofrequency/Microwave Exposure Standard did not include frequency
dependent criteria, nor did it differentiate between partial or whole body
exposure. In 1982 the ANSI Standard (ANSI, 1982) was extensively
revised to include frequency dependent exposure criteria. One of the
most challenging changes to the standard for equipment manufacturers
was the inclusion of these frequency dependent levels combined with the

use of spatial and time averaging of exposure. Additionally, in certain
situations separate measurements of electric and magnetic fields were
required. Clearly, past instrumentation with limited dynamic and
frequency ranges would have to be updated to meet new challenges, not
only for standards compliance but also to accommodate the proliferation
of industrial, medical, scientific, and communications applications of RFP,.
energ3,.

Presently, thelnstrumentation available must be able to meet the
broadband needs of major users such as the military, but also be
applicable to the narrowband customer whose needs must be met with a
cost-effective solution. Therefore there has been a proliferation of

narrowband specialized products for 50/60 Hz fields, video display
terminals, industrial heat sealers and induction heaters (operating at
27 MHz), and broadcast facilities. Broadband equipment has not gone

without changes either.

Instrumentation currently available on the market have traditionally
utilized either diode or thermocouple based electric field detection.



Uncompensated diode circuits, while providing higher dynamic ranges
with excellent overload capabilities are nonetheless subject to large
modulated signal and multiple emitter errors ranging from I to 30 dB, t_
Early thermocouple based detectors exhibited excellent accuracy in
complex, modulated field environments but were limited by overload ,
specifications that a careless operator could exceed, thereby damaging or
destroying these probes. Today there is at least one manufacturer
providing higher frequency probes that operate to 100 GHz based on
thermocouple detection with 10130percent overload specifications to guard
against failure or modulation errors. At lower frequencies, between
300 khz and 1000 MHz, probes employing compensated diode detection
circuitries that all but eliminate signal and modulation errors are now on
the market.

New technology has not been limited to eiectric field probes either, as
recent developments in magnetic field probes evidence. Early magnetic
field probes of certain designs were not truly isotropic. A phenomena
known as "spatial shadowing" exfsted wherein o_ae or more of the three
orthogonally mounted detector loops did not allow the same flux lines to

pass through all loops. This was caused by the three loops not having a
common vertex. Later designs have corrected this source of error.
Nonetheless, these probes were still difficult, if not impossible, to use in
multiple emitter applications because of their erroneous response to
signals above their operating frequencies. Away from the controlled
laboratory environment, where emitters are present throughout the fre-
quency spectrum, large measurement errors are present when an out-of-
band transmitter exists nearby a survey area. The 1982 ANSI Standard
requested manufacturers to provi'e out-of-band response data; however,
that only served to further complicate field measurements and to increase

calibration costs. Newly designed magnetic field probes are now available
that which greatly enhances the accuracy and operator confidence in
magnetic field measurements.

Currently a new revision to the 1982 ANSI Standard has been drafted

(ANSI/IEEE, 1990) and will probably be adopted as a joint IEEE/ANSI
document in 1992. Major changes include allowing the use of tempera-
ture probes and thermography to measure SAR's of electromagnetic
energy directly rather than the use of calculations based on external field
strengths. There are also provisions for measuring induced body currents
for radiofrequency, fields below 30 MHz by standing an individual on a
conductive plate electrode and monitoring current flow to ground with an
RF ammeter. Another change that reflects on the direction that new
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instrumentation will take is the use of time and/or spatial averaging.
Although the use of such averaging was already permitted ha the 1982
doeument_ it has often been neglected ha practice. The new revision will
emphasize that ha certain conditions a much more useful picture of the
actual exposure situation will be obtained by using these techniques.
Therefore, ha external field measurements where highly localized fields
exist, averaging techniques should be appfied. In continuous field
applications, like those found around RF induction sealers, measurements

may be performed at different portions of the body and averaged together
manually. In the case of a rotating radar where field levels are varying
constantly, a time averaging module is the only way to truly measure, and
average, the total exposure. There are currently modules available that
can perform this averaging automatically, assisting ha determining time
averaged exposure. There is also one system which can perform spatial
avera_--tzg over the body or workplace area. This system has a "pause"
feature which allows horizontal and vertical scan averages to be summed
so that one can determine averages in multiple planes or for cubic areas.
Tl'.ere is no doubt that continued advances ha microprocessor technology
will produce modules which will be able to perform ali these functions,
and because of their small size will produce minimal perturbations in the
ambient electromagnetic field.

Ali of these newly available systems require comprehensive calibrations.
The wide frequency ranges of modern probes requires the use of multiple
point calibrations with traceability to a primary standard, both ha and out
of their frequency operating range. With the possibility of even more
restrictive standards on the horizon, systems must not overestimate, nor
underestimate, these critical safety measurement levels. The latest ANSI
recommended practice document (ANSI, 1981-1) lists various methods
that have been approved to certify survey instruments that all manufac-
turers should be following. Users must know whether their units have
been calibrated to respond correctly in a real world environment, or
simply the controlled laboratory area. An example of an improved
method of calibrating a meter and probe used in the environs of an AM
radio station would be to tmderstand what is occurring when the instru-
ment is brought into the survey field. The potential field effect
predominant in these low frequency applications requires that the meter
and probe be physically calibrated together, as they would be used in the
field, rather than simply calibrating the probe in a TEM cell without the
meter present. Performance testing of survey instruments, similar to that
which is now standard ha the ionizing radiation community, is still only in
it infancy for RFR survey devices. As this area of radiation safety grows

m
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and matures, this type of independent testing by third parties will no
doubt become standard.

In conclusion, users must be aware of not only the strongpoints of
a particular system but also its weak points. No single broadband
instrument currently available will meet the needs of ali users (Mantiply,
1988). Even though products might be specified similarly their operation
in a given environment may be significantly different, lt is therefore
important that the radiation protection professional be aware of these
differences when choosing one for a particular application.
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